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Abstract

4

Digital artifacts that merge with our physically present environment and are detached from classical displays, imply
a certain inherent but non-existent materiality.
This thesis explores the incongruence between visually
perceived materiality and the physical absence of holograms. It shows how material properties of real world
objects can be simulated visually in holograms in order to
induce a natural feeling of interaction.
This simulation is achieved by a material synthesizer that
can generate various holographic materials that makes it
possible to investigate the visual materiality of holograms.
The results are presented in a fictional scenario that includes prototypical holographic office toys for malicious and
megalomaniac corporate overlords.
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Introduction
Initial situation and topic
Holograms exist in today’s society, although in a different
form from popular imagination. The reason for this confusion is the two different definitions of a hologram: the
scientific and the colloquial. The scientific definition of a
hologram is a picture of an object that can be perceived
three-dimensionally on a flat surface. The colloquial definition of a hologram is a futuristic projection of volumetric
images into mid-air.
Holographic technology as portrayed in popular culture
like science fiction movies is far ahead of the actual state
of research. The focus of this work is the colloquial rather
than scientific definition of holograms.

Context
With the rise of virtual, augmented, and mixed reality, the
holographic technology of science fiction might be closer
than imagined. Humans may even be able to experience
interfaces from science fiction movies in the next couple of
years. Virtual and augmented realities are speculated to
be the next big thing in computing and knowledge on how
to design experiences will be in demand.
Based on the form factor of today’s displays, most interfaces tend to be designed as flat and two-dimensional. If
virtual and augmented reality devices materialise, there
will be a shift to spatial, three-dimensional interfaces that
merge with the actual environment.
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Since augmented and virtual reality interfaces bear striking resemblances to concepts from science fiction movies,
a lot of inspiration can be drawn from these movies’ visions
of how future interfaces could be like. These movies have
an impressive ability to present and promote design fiction
and speculative technology to a large audience. The movies inspire and impress with futuristic technology. Certain
concepts or ideas may even push the development of
technology in certain directions and or may even become
reality.
For example, concepts like neural interfaces, holographic
interfaces, artificial intelligence, and voice control are currently being worked on by major technology companies
like Apple, Microsoft, Google, or Facebook.

Thesis and derived research questions
This thesis seeks to explore if it is possible to apply physical
properties and behaviours to holograms visually in order
to achieve a more natural feeling of physical interaction.
Digital representations such as holograms that merge with
the analog environment do not have immanent physical
or mechanical properties by default. This sets them apart
from objects of the natural environment and creates
incongruity between objects that are visually and tactile
present and objects that can be seen but not touched. If
holograms are granted a materiality similar to that of natural objects, this incongruity can be reduced and a more
natural way of interacting with holograms can be achieved.
On the basis of this thesis, the following research questions
can be derived:
Does it make sense to reproduce a materiality that exists in
our real world or is there a need to create and define new
materialities?
Can these findings be broadly applied when designing
holographic experiences?
How can designers approach the topic of holographic materiality in a way that can be experienced by humans?
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Approach
Research
A first research was conducted in order to obtain an
overview of holography. This initial research analysed the
portrayal of holography in science fiction by reviewing seventeen different movies and one miniseries. The different
holograms appearing in these cinematic resources were
analysed in terms of field of application, interaction, colors,
and style.
Subsequently, further research was conducted on a selection of related topics, technologies, and techniques which
are already being used today. The results provide an overview of potential technologies to prototype holographic
experiences.
In order to obtain a better understanding of how information is displayed in its spatial context in a real world environment, field research was carried out that produced a
collection of photographed examples. The examples were
ordered and sorted, which resulted in four different categories of displayed information in the spatial context.
To set a clear focus within the field of holography, this
thesis focused on visual materiality and the behaviour of
holograms when interacted with by hand.
The second phase of research was then conducted, which
related to phenomena in the visual perception of objects
and material properties pertinent to the investigating the
visual materiality of holography.
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Prototyping
In order to prototype holographic materiality two methods where applied, rapid and live prototyping. The rapid
prototyping lead to first insights on how to detach information from physical containers. Due to the fact that using
analogue techniques can not provide a total liberation of
physical materials a technical setup was evaluated and
put together to build the next prototypes digitally.
The evaluation of the technical framework was based on
research about the available technologies and techniques
for simulating a hologram. Within this technical framework, a holographic material synthesizer with a defined set
of variables was built to start live prototyping and obtain
knowledge about holographic materials. The method of
live prototyping was used because it allows quick iteration and flexibility, which is convenient when working with
multiple variables.

Application
The final phase comprises applying the knowledge obtained from the prototyping phase within an actual
application. This last phase serves two purposes. First, the
insights from previous research and explorations can be
deepened after an actual case and persona are examined.
Second, the knowledge can be evaluated through application while developing a holographic experience.
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Modern Day
Magic
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Science fiction movies contain the persistent idea of displaying information and objects in mid-air as holograms.
In his book, Envisioning Holograms, Mike Pell explains the
fascination and desirability of these holograms by comparing them to magic tricks. Holograms defy logic and hold
people spellbound although they know that the holograms
are not real. Holograms allow for the creation of anything
within the human imagination and the blending of those
things into physical environments (Pell, 2017).
As a user interface and experience designer myself I comprehend the excitement about holograms. I strongly believe that quality interfaces should empower their users and
allow them to effortlessly complete tasks that would normally significant strength, skills, or time, or would otherwise
be impossible. The more significant the empowerment, the
better the experience. In terms of holography, this empowerment is almost like having superpowers. Science fiction
movies tease audiences with the ability to create objects
in the real world from nothing, move these images around
without physical exertion, and make them float or alter
their appearance with the flick of a finger.
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From science
to fiction and
back

The official invention of holography occurred in 1948 and
was mainly due to a Hungarian physicist named Dennis
Gabor. Gabor initially intended to improve the electron
microscope and in the process discovered how to capture
an object so that it would be perceived as a three dimensional image (Gabor, 1972).
While scientific holograms were recorded and reconstructed on a photographic plate or film, the colloquial
understanding of holography has expanded far beyond
its scientific basis. The reason for this discrepancy is the
portrayal of holograms in popular culture, particularly
science fiction movies which have promoted a vision of
more advanced technology than the current state of actual science. Colloquial discussions about holography tend
towards science fiction rather than the scientific definition
of holograms.
One of the first movies which included holograms as projected three dimensional images was Forbidden Planet
(1956), directed by Fred M. Wilcox. Subsequently, holograms
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Figure 1. Movie
Poster of Fred
M. Wilcox‘s
Forbidden Planet.
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often reappeared in other science fiction movies, including
the iconic use of holograms in George Lucas’ first Star Wars
movie in 1977.
Today, the portrayal of holograms in movies has become a
trademark of science fiction and a stylistic tool to express a
futuristic setting. In the book, Make it so: Interaction Design
Lessons from Science Fiction, Nathan Shedroff and Christopher Noessel maintain that there is an interesting and
evolving relationship between interfaces in science fiction
movies and interfaces in the real world. The authors describe the reciprocal influences between those two kinds
of interfaces.
Designers of science fiction interfaces need to think ahead
and envision how the interface of the future could look like.
Often, their designs are based on today’s technology to
ensure the interface’s credibility. This triggers the desires
of the audience and they begin to demand the technology
they witnessed in movies. This demand influences the current development of interfaces and technology itself.
Figure 2. Motorola
StarTAC. The first
foldable phone.
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Figure 3.
Replica of the
Communicator
from StarTrek.

Shedroff and Noessel support this theory with the example
of ‘The Communicator’, a wireless, foldable communication device which was shown on the television series Star
Trek (1966). Exactly 30 years after the first appearance of
‘The Communicator’, Motorola released the first foldable
mobile phone which was named StarTac. The phone was
a commercial success. Shedroff and Noessel believe that
this success was because audiences were pre-trained in
the use of such a device before it even became available.
(Shedroff & Noessel 2012).
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This initial research into the history of holograms and the
ability of science fiction to envision futuristic concepts and
influence the actual progress of technology sparked my
interest in science fiction’s vision of holograms.
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Holographic concepts
from science fiction
movies
There remains no broadly available or applied technology to display holograms; most concrete holographic
concepts and interfaces can be found in science fiction
movies. These interfaces are called fictional user interfaces (FUIs).
This thesis examined appearances of holograms in seventeen different science fiction movies and one miniseries.
To obtain an overall impression of the vision of holography
as portrayed in popular culture, this thesis analysed and
categorised the holograms’ field of application, how they
were interacted with, and their stylistic characteristics.
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Fields of appliances
The holographic interfaces in the movies viewed for this
thesis could be broken into four categories: entertainment,
engineering, communication, and strategic planning.
One of the most used applications of holograms was
for entertainment, in the format of games or cinematic
content. Examples can be found in George Lucas’s THX 1138
(1971), Oliver Stone’s miniseries Wild Palms (1993) or Spike
Jonze’s Her (2013) .

Figure 4: James
Belushi touches
hologram in Wild
Palms.
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Figure 5:
Holographic
entertainment in
Gearge Lucas‘s
THX 1138.

Figure 6: Joaqim
Phoenix talks
to holographic
game character
in Her.
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Another significant use of holograms that is reappearing
in science fiction movies is for holographic engineering
workspaces. These mostly appear in the form of holographic tables which are placed in workspaces like workshops
or offices. Examples of holographic engineering appear in
John Woo’s Paycheck (2003), which is based on a short story written by Philip K. Dick, or Jon Favreau’s Iron Man (2008) .
Writers and directors of science fiction movies often imagine that holograms could be used for communication
purposes. The most iconic example would be the holographic recording of Princess Leia in George Lucas’s 1977
science fiction classic Star Wars. This famous example is
a more indirect way of communication through a pre-recorded message that gets played at a later point in time.
In Star Wars: Episode III (2005), the writers took this concept
a step further by portraying holographic live-conferences
that permitted attendees to communicate with each other
remotely.
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Figure: 7. Ben
Afflec uses a
holographic
engineering
device in John
Woo‘s Paycheck.

Figure 8.
Holographic
message in
George Lucas‘s
Star Wars.
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Strategic planning is the fourth category. Most of the
science fiction movies contain some form of an operational center, where plans are made, explained, briefed, or
coordinated. These scenes often involve characters sitting
around a table and watching three dimensional models of
landscapes or cities which are projected in mid air. Examples can be found in the following movies: Guillermo del
Toro’s Pacific Rim (2013), James Cameron’s Avatar (2009), or
Ridley Scott’s Prometheus (2012).

Figure 9.
Holographic
model of a portal
in Guillermo del
Toro‘s Pacific Rim.
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Figure 10.
Holographic map
of the planet
Pandora in James
Cameron‘s movie
Avatar.

Figure 11.
Holographic map
of Planet LV-223
in Ridley Scott‘s
Prometheus.
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Design
Fictional user interface design is a specialised discipline in
interface design. Designers of FUIs try to imagine and shape futuristic technologies, interfaces, and their interactions
for cinematic purposes. These designers are responsible
for the vision of holograms as portrayed in science fiction
movies. Comparing fictional user interfaces reveals striking similarities in terms of their design.
For example, there are several similarities in the design of
FUIs with respect to colour selection. Many FUIs make use of
vibrant colors that are situated at the outer area of Bezold’s
colour wheel. This helps the viewer to distinguish between
digitally projected and real objects because natural colors
tend to be less vibrant in the actual environment. Large objects like landscapes, sceneries, or volumetric projections
tend to be either blueish or greenish, which makes viewing
the objects easier on the eyes and less intrusive. Yellow and
red are mainly used to mark certain points of interest or
warnings.
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Figure 12.
Holographic
Projection in
Pacific Rim
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The style of holograms in holographic interfaces can vary
depending on the year the movie was produced or the
artist who designed them. Styles change over time due to
the advancement technologies to design visual effects for
movies. Generally, the styles can be divided into two categories: volumetric and flat projections.
Photorealistic, volumetric projections often have transparent, glitchy, and distorted appearances with a slight glow
that is usually bluish. If the hologram depicts a computer
generated model, these models tend to be designed with
lines such as wireframes or height lines instead of full surfaces. Hence, the projections do not cover the full scenes
and can be clearly destinguished as holograms.
While some objects make sense to be projected in the
volumetric style, some elements of an interface like fonts
are by nature two dimensional. These elements often
appear in interface dialogues or other classic user interface elements similar to current screen-based interfaces
like personal computers or tablets. Style-wise, these flat
projections tend to have no backgrounds and are often
separated from other interface elements with borders or
frames.
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Figure 13. Sharon
Stone practicing
tennis with a
holographic
instructor in Paul
Verhoeven‘s Total
Recall (1990).
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Interaction
While there seems to be a dominant combination of interaction types, namely hand gestures and voice commands,
other interesting methods of interaction do exist as illustrated in several movies.
Hand interaction is probably one of the most used interactions for holographic content in movies. This kind of interaction looks quite intuitive and comprehensible because
the holographic content behaves as expected from physical materials. This familiarity helps to increase affordance.

Figure 14. Michael
Fassbender
interacts with
a hologram in
Prometheus.
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The second most used interaction type is probably voice
commands. Voice commands are often used as complementary interaction method to hand gestures. The most
famous example of interaction through voice commands
in science fiction is the artificial intelligence HAL 9000 in
Stanley Kubrick’s Movie 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968).

Figure 15. HAL
9000 from Stanley
Kubrick‘s 2001: A
Space Odyssey.
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Another interaction method is the usage of additional
devices like pens (Woo, Paycheck, 2003), gloves (Spielberg,
Minority Report, 2002), keyboards (del Toro, Pacific Rim,
2013), giant robot arms with attached suits (Kurzel, Assassins Creed, 2016), or even the ingestion of interaction-enabling drugs (Gordon, Bigelow, Hewitt & Joanou Wild Palms,
1993).

Figure 16. Tom
Cruise wearing
gloves to
interact with
the interface in
Steven Spielberg‘s
Minority Report.
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Figure 17. Brain
interface in
Fred M. Wilcox‘s
Forbidden Planet.

Some movies go a step further and depict a more direct
way of possible interaction such as connecting the interface directly to the brain (Wachowski & Wachowski, The
Matrix, 1999). With brain interfaces, the attached computing machine reacts to its users’ thoughts, commands, or
wishes.
These concepts and interfaces present a broad set of
possibilities. The next chapter in this thesis explores the
capabilities of today’s technologies.
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Related topics,
technologies and
techniques
This chapter provides an overview of related topics, existing technologies, and reappearing techniques to depict
holograms. All of the following topics are either closely related to holograms or could be considered as precursors.
Some of these precursors were even mistakenly called
holograms because they fit many holographic characteristics. The following three subchapters provide proposals
for technology to prototype holographic experiences.
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Peppers Ghost
Pepper’s Ghost is an apparatus which was installed in a
theatre to create a phantom-like appearance visible to
the audience. This apparatus was invented by Henry Dircks
and further developed by John Henry Pepper.
Pepper’s Ghost consists of a hidden stage underneath the
one visible to the audience, a mirror, and a pane. The illuminated hidden stage is made visible through the mirror,
which reflects the hidden scenery to a pane installed in the
line of sight between the audience and the visible main
stage. This reflection on the pane visually merges with the
scenery and actors behind the glass from the point of view
of the audience. The original invention of Henry Dirck required an entirely new theatre to be built to make this illusion
visible for a small audience sitting in an upper gallery.
Daylight was also necessary for this illusion. This effect was
simply called ‘The Ghost’. When Mr Dircks first introduced
his invention to the Royal Polytechnic, it attracted little interest and enthusiasm because of its many and demanding
requirements. Henry Dircks’ model was placed in the hands
of John Henry Pepper, a professor of chemistry and Honorary Director of the Royal Polytechnic.
Pepper conceived a way to install the apparatus in almost
every theater and to make the effect visible to the entire
audience instead of just a few privileged viewers. Pepper’s
first demonstration of his version of ’The Ghost’ took place
on the Christmas Eve of 1862 to a selected audience (Pepper, 2012).
The further development of Pepper’s Ghost replaced the
illuminated hidden stage and the mirror with a computer
screen, which reflects on a pane. Despite the fact that these projections were not volumetric, three-dimensional, or
in mid-air, these applications of The Ghost have been often
mistakenly reported as holograms. This incorrect application of the term ‘hologram’ is presumably due to the strong
resemblance of Pepper’s Ghost to the popular idea of
holograms as seen in science fiction movies. Despite being
invented in the middle of the 19th century, Pepper’s Ghost is
still used today for different purposes ranging from advertisement to entertainment.
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Figure 18.
Illustration of the
Ghost apparatus,
invented by John
Henry Pepper.
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For example, Disney’s theme parks have employed Pepper‘s Ghost in their haunted mansion, which debuted in
1969. When visitors ride through the scene in carts, ghosts
appear and disappear in the set to spook the audience
(Wong, 2016).
One of the most famous applications of Pepper’s Ghost
was during a 2012 performance of American rapper Snoop
Dogg at the Coachella Music Festival in California, in which
a reflection of the deceased rap artist Tupac Shakur appeared on stage.
Pepper’s Ghost has also been used to depict deceased
musicians. Five years after Michael Jackson’s death in
2009, he had a ghost appearance during the Billboard
Music Awards in 2014. Additionally, Elvis Presley sang a duet
with Celine Dion, and rapper Ol’ Dirty Bastard rejoined his
former colleagues of the Wu-Tang Clan for a couple of
songs.
Pepper’s Ghost is also used to enable fictional artists to
play live concerts. The Gorillaz, a fictional cartoon band
invented by Damon Albarn, played several live concerts although the individual members did not exist. Hatsune Miku
uses a digital avatar to perform at her concerts (Kaufman,
2017).
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Figure 19. Ballroom
with dancing
ghosts in Disney‘s
Haunted Mansion

Figure 20. Snoop
Dog performing
with deceased
artist Tupac
Shakur at
Coachella.
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Pepper’s Ghost has had political applications also. In 2014,
Indian politician Narendra Modi used the technique to appear in over 1,400 rallies all over India to speak to his supporters during election season. The footage was recorded
in a studio and simultaneously streamed to all the locations, where the footage was projected on a thin screen
foil. The technical implementation was done by a British
company named ‘Musion Das Hologram’, which is based in
London and is best known for the above-mentioned ‘digital
resurrection’ of Tupac Shakur (Lasseter, 2014). Modi was not
the only politician who used Pepper’s technique in order to
campaign. In 2017, Jean-Luc Mélenchon (see fig. 21) simultaneously appeared in seven different cities all over France
during his run for the French presidency (Lecher, 2017).
Pepper’s Ghost can also be used in a more practical manner than a show effect for entertainers and politicians.
Examples for such applications would be the heads-up
displays of cars or planes. These heads-up displays are
handy for when its user needs to see all the information in
his or her field of view. They overlay all the needed information onto the environment in which the driver or pilot has
to maneuver vehicles. In cars, this additional information is
mostly projected onto the windshield. In planes, this information is mostly reflected onto a separate pane between
the pilot and the windshield (see fig. 22).
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Figure 21. Remote
appearance
of Jean-Luc
Mélenchon at
political rally.

Figure 22. Headup display in a
F/A-18 Jet.
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Figure 23. Set up
for a PepperGram.

Figure 24.
Commercial for
the Microsoft
Hololens.
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The PepperGram is a simple construction which uses four
stiff and reflective plastic walls that are put together to
shape a pyramid (see fig. 23). All the walls have a 45 degree
angle to the ground. When put together, the pyramid is placed headfirst on top of the centre of a screen. The screen
displays an object from four different perspectives. Each
perspective of the object is reflected by one of the walls of
the pyramid. This creates the impression that the object
is floating in thin air. I have seen similar constructions in
various shops such as Nike stores and different electronic
markets to promote certain products.
Another example of a product that uses Pepper’s ghost are
smart glasses. Smart glasses are similar to the heads-up
displays of vehicles, except they are mounted on glasses.
The first popularly known smart glasses were probably
Google Glasses. They were introduced in 2012 and sold to
a limited number of early adopters in 2014. One year after
their sale started, Google declared the glasses as a flop
and reduced the effort to further develop them. In 2016,
Microsoft made the HoloLens (see fig. 24) purchasable
to developers. Until 2018, the HoloLens were probably the
most used smart glasses in the industry. There are some
other lesser known smart glasses by manufacturers like
META, Osterhout Design Group, Vuzix, or DAQRI. Unlike Google Glasses, these glasses are mainly used and designed
for industrial and corporate use.
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Augmented reality
The technology which comes the closest to common ideas
of holography is augmented reality (AR). The main difference between AR and holography from science fiction
movies is that holograms are mostly projected from some
kind of projector, while AR can only be seen through an
additional device like a smartphone or special glasses. In
terms of perceiving the digital object visually, there is no
difference between these two concepts.
Augmented reality tracks the environment and adds digital assets to it. The most popular application of AR so far
is probably the location-based game Pokemon Go, which
was released in 2016. In Pokemon Go the player must catch
and collect virtual monsters, which appear at real locations and can be seen through the mobile phone’s display
(see fig. 25).
According to the concept of the virtual reality continuum
as created by Paul Milgram, Haruo Takemura, Akira Utsumi
and Fumio Kishino, there are two steps between the real
environment and an artificial environment (virtual reality). The first step is augmented virtuality, which is a virtual, artificial environment which includes some artifacts
from the real environment. The second step is augmented
reality, which is mainly based on the real environment and
is extended with digital assets. The generic term for these
two steps is mixed reality (Milgram, Takemura, Utsumi, &
Kishino, 1994).
In their paper Augmented reality: a class of displays on
the reality-virtuality continuum the researchers further
distinguish between two categories of augmented reality
displays: the monitor based AR-displays and the ‘see-through’ AR-displays (Milgram et al., 1994).
Monitor-based solutions are also called ‘non-immersive’
or ‘window-on-the-world’. These solutions refer to display
systems which show a real-time or recorded video of the
actual environment and overlay a layer of computer generated images. The example of Pokemon Go would classify
as a monitor- based AR application.
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In comparison to the monitor-based solutions, which
display the environment indirectly with the help of captured images on an opaque display, ‘see-through’ solutions
are characterised by the transparency of the display.
The imaged contents of the display depict the layer with
computer generated graphics. The transparency of the
displays makes the capturing and rendering of the surroundings obsolete (Milgram et al., 1994).

Figure 25.
Screenshot from
PokemonGo by
Niantic.
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There are many possible applications for AR in terms of
adding a layer of computer-generated content over the
natural environment. Apple is releasing their software development kit (SDK), named ARKit, in 2017 for iPhones, and
Google is following up in the same year with ARCore, which
is the SDK for phones running an Android operating system.
As a result, many augmented reality applications have
been published. Based on the released applications for
smartphones, some of the main fields of application for AR
are: visual gimmicks like adding digital accessories, hats,
glasses, or masks to a person’s face; educational apps to
augment information to real world objects; navigation systems to guide its users through the environment; or interior
design applications to visualise correctly sized furniture in
rooms.
Comparing Pepper’s Ghost to the concept of ‘see-through’
augmented reality yields some common ground. Both of
these techniques use a physically transparent layer to extend the real environment with objects that are not actually there. Head-mounted AR devices like the HoloLens from
Microsoft or the Meta 2 headset from Meta are essentially
a combination of a heads-up display, Pepper’s Ghost, and
AR. The only way to distinguish the ‘see-through’ devices
from a Pepper’s Ghost technique is that in the former case,
the images which are reflected on the glass adjust to its
environment, the viewer’s position, and the viewing angle.
Examining digital assets through a head-mounted ‘see-through’ AR-device comes remarkably close to the idea of
holograms as depicted in popular culture and science
fiction movies. However, there are three differences that
distinguish holograms from this category of AR. The first
difference is that in AR, the object is not projected in midair; it is projected on a glass in front of the viewer’s eyes.
The second difference is that the object cannot be seen
by others unless they also wear AR-glasses, which will
allow the viewer to perceive the same augmented assets
at exactly the same places albeit from a different angle
than the other viewer. The third difference is that AR does
not need a stationary projector to be installed on a certain
spatial position to project in its environment. Augmented
reality devices can turn any space into their canvas for
projection.
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No current available AR device allows a natural way of
interacting with digital assets. Monitor-based AR solutions
are interacted with by touching the monitor’s touchscreen.
This method is an indirectly translated form of interaction
and therefore feels abstract and unnatural. Head-mounted ‘see-through’ AR solutions suffer from the same lack of
interaction possibilities. As they do not have a touchscreen
between the user and displayed object, they handle their
interaction through peripheral controllers like voice recognition or gestures. These controllers are still abstract with
respect to natural interaction with objects.
In his book Dawn of the New Everything, Jaron Lanier writes
about his obsession with hand interaction and touching
virtual objects. Lanier insists: ‘If you can’t reach out and
touch the virtual world and do something with it, you are a
second-class citizen within it’ (Lanier, 2017, p. 128).
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Ubiquitous Computing
Holography is a special form of displaying information that
detaches the content from its screen and the technical
device. This phenomenon of disappearing technology is
called ubiquitous computing. The upcoming challenges in
the field of augmented and mixed reality can profit from in
the field of ubiquitous computing. Ubiquitous computing
may be a much wider field than mixed reality and pursues a less obtrusive ultimate goal to make technology less
visible, but both fields share a lot of common ground.
In the following section on ubiquitous computing, this thesis will explore topics of interest for designers who face the
challenge of creating holographic interfaces, applications,
and services.
According to Want (2010), ubiquitous computing or ‘ubicomp’ refers to an era of modern computing. This term was
coined by Mark Weiser in 1988, while he was working as the
director of the computer science lab at Xerox PARC. The
first era was dominated by mainframes, which are large
company-owned computers which were used by many
people at the same time. The second era was the era of
personal computers, which were owned and used by one
person. The third era of ubiquitous computing, which is the
present time, is characterised by portable computers like
smartphones, tablets, smartwatches, and other computers which were embedded in everyday objects. Each of
those eras resulted in progressively growing number of
computers (Want, 2010).
The trend seems to be clear. As the size of the computers
shrink, their numbers and relevance in everyday life grow
bigger.
Mark Weiser and his team at Xerox PARC developed a
system which categorised objects into scales ordered by
their human interaction. This system was intended to explore ubicomp and its defining characteristics. Yard-scale
measurements were used to measure objects that were
large and immovable. Foot-sized objects were portable
and could be carried around by hand, although they were
still too big to be carried around all the time. Inch-scaled
objects are small enough to fit in pockets and can be carri-
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ed around all the time without bothering its carrier. Each of
these scales represent a different style of human interaction (Want, 2010).
The more the design of an application contemplates its
surrounding and environment, the better the user experience can be designed to fit its user’s needs. In order to
achieve this level of awareness in a device, many factors
have to be considered such as location, the devices and
persons close by, the time, sound, motion, temperature,
orientation, and other environmental variables. (Want,
2010). Context helps to determine what information or services the application should bring into its user’s focus (Dey,
2010).
According to Schilit, a definition of context should include
the following elements: the computing environment, the
user environment, and the physical environment (Schilit,
Adams, & Want, 1994).
These three environment types can be used as a framework or extensible base to define context for ubiquitous
computing.

Ubiquitous user interfaces (UUI)
In order to create interfaces for ubiquitous computing, a
designer can rely on basic concepts such as metaphors
and clear affordances. Both of these concepts are substantive and are representative of fields of user interface
studies for ubiquitous computing. According to Quigley
(2010), there are three different types of user interfaces
which embrace the concepts of metaphors and affordance.
Tangible user interfaces make digital information graspable and manipulable. Devices for tangible user interfaces provide input and output through the same artifact.
The interface is the physical object itself. Surface user
interfaces are vertical, horizontal, or spherical interactive
interfaces which can be directly controlled, manipulated,
and interacted with through the user’s fingers or a physical
input device.
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While surface and tangible user interfaces require user focus and engagement to work correctly, ambient information can be ignored or tracked in peripheral vision until the
information is specifically demanded to come into focus
(Quigley, 2010).
After obtaining an overview of the history, science, and the
vision of holography, a field research was conducted to
obtain a better understanding of how information is presented today.
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The future
of displays

In science fiction movies, holography is portrayed as a new
form of displaying content and information without binding them to physical objects like screens. But how exactly
do we display content and information today?
To answer this question I started to make a photographic
collection of displays by walking right through the city of
Zurich and taking pictures of every screen and display I
encountered (see fig. 26).
Although the term ‘display’ is often used as a synonym for
digital screens, according to the Cambridge Dictionary, the
official definition of ‘display’ is a collection of objects arranged for people to look at (Cambridge Dictionary, n.d.).
After gathering all the photographs, I sorted and categorised them by their position in the environment and how
they were looked at by their audience (see fig. 27). The basis
for the following four categories was derived from the
definition of scales from the previous chapter on ubiquitous computing. In addition to the size of the display, I also
accounted for mobility and spatial relation to its users and
audience. Four different categories emerged based on this
criteria: wearable displays, portable displays, stationary
displays and staged displays.
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Figure 26.
Collected images
of different kind of
displays.

Figure 27. Images
of displays
categorized.
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Wearable displays
Wearable displays are directly attached to human bodies.
This kind of display is mainly used to grant quick access
to the desired information. Permanent connection of the
displays to the body eliminates the process of searching
and reduces the effort required get to the desired information. If someone wears a wristwatch and wants to know the
time, they can intuitively raises their left hand into his field
of view.
Another application of wearable displays is to denote ourselves. Wedding rings, for example, indicate married status. Branded clothes or accessories symbolise affiliations
to certain social groups or classes. Examples of wearable
displays are: wristwatches (see fig. 28), fitness trackers, health trackers, clothes, tattoos, wedding rings, accessories,
and jewelry.

Portable displays
Like wearable displays, portable displays can be carried
around. However, portable displays are not connected to
the body and are not necessarily as easy to access. An
advantage of portable displays is that they allow more
freedom of how and when to use them. They can also be
shown or given to others, get lost, thrown away, placed
somewhere, or be stolen.
One of the widely used portable displays is probably the
smartphone. Some other less obvious examples can be
newspapers, tickets, or identification cards. These all
contain usable or consumable information. Examples of
portable displays are: mobile phones, magazines, newspapers, identification cards, passports, tablets, flyers (see fig.
29), and tickets.
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Figure 28.
Wristwatch as
an example for a
wearable display

Figure 29. Flyers
as en example of
portable displays.
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Figure 30. A
stationary
display, indicating
if there are free
parking spaces in
the car park .

Figure 31. Stadion
Letzigrund in
Zürich as an
example of a
staged display.
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Stationary displays
These displays are consciously placed in certain fixed
positions to serve different purposes. Some of them serve
to add contextual information about their location (see fig.
30), like traffic rules. Others are placed in spots with high
visibility and exposure to advertise.
At home, displays can be placed for informational purposes (e.g. a wall clock), for entertainment (e.g. television), or
as tools to work with (e.g. desktop computer or oven-display). Examples of stationary displays are: desktop computers, posters, advertising, stickers, signage, road markings,
oven displays, and wall clocks.

Staged displays
Staged displays are usually designed to allow a multitude of viewers to watch the same content simultaneously.
This type of display stands in the middle of its viewers’
focus and attention. This distinguishes the staged from the
stationary display, which does not necessarily stand in the
centre of its viewers attention and has a more supporting
role. Another characteristic of staged displays is that the
display depicts content of its viewers’ common interests
and enforces a shared experience. Examples of staged
displays are: sport stadiums (see fig. 31), theatres, cinemas,
and lecture rooms.
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To touch
a ghost
When displaying holograms, virtual images merge with the
environment. The real environment is based on physical
laws and behaviour. Digital layers on top of the environment do not follow these laws and rules. When these two
worlds merge, there is a discrepancy between their behaviour. On one hand, physical objects are familiar, or at least
their reaction to any kind of interaction can be predicted.
On the other hand, digital objects initially do not react at
all if not programmed to do so. Even if these objects look
like solid bodies, they lack a physical body and cannot give
any tactile feedback like rigid bodies from the real environment.
Two options come to mind to take care of the mentioned
discrepancy. One is to try and reproduce the exact physical behaviour of real world objects and add tactile feedback. The other would be to find and define believable
visual representations and rules in terms of appearance
and behaviour of digital artifacts in the real world.
The second option was chosen for several reasons. From
a design perspective, I am more interested in exploring a
new materiality instead of trying to reproduce an existing
one. The second reason is that I previously completed a
project in 2010 that prototyped a glove which gives haptic
feedback when interacting with digital artifacts by inflating
air pillows inside of the glove (see fig. 32). The results were
interesting, but also illuminated some problems with tactile feedback. For example, the physical resistance can only
be reproduced to a certain degree. An absolute, immovable resistance can only be created by putting the whole
human body into a exoskeleton or similar device, which
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restricts the user’s body movement from going through a
digital artifact. As long as the feedback is just on one part
of the body, it can still move through objects. Another problem is that the resolution of the tactile stimulation needs
to be very high to achieve a believable feedback. The third
and final reason why I chose to not concentrate on haptic
feedback is that holography is above all a visual medium.
I strongly believes that this new medium’s core strength
should be considered instead of adding new layers of
perception such as sense of touch, smell, or hearing.
The following chapter examines how humans perceive and
interact with the environment. This chapter is about the
characteristics of materials, such as physical properties,
the behaviour of real world objects, and they are perceived. It investigates which of these properties could be
applied to holograms visually to reduce the discrepancy
between virtual and real objects and therefore increase
the overall quality of interaction with and immersion in
holographic assets.

Figure 32.
Prototype of a
haptic Glove i did
in 2010.
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Interaction
The human body may interact with objects in multiple
ways. Feet can be used to kick things, mouths can eat
things, shoulders can carry things and so on. The main
tools used to interact with objects in everyday life, however, are hands, which are designed to interact with objects.
People are most likely to touch things with their hands.
Because hands are the first tool of choice to explore the
materiality of an object, I chose to focus on hand interaction. Holography, however, is interaction with digital objects.
In his book, Dawn of the New Everything, Lanier writes
about synesthetic sensations he experienced and tried
on others. He found that touching virtual objects can trick
people into believing that they have experienced actual
physical resistance when fully immersed in virtual reality.
He calls this phenomenon passive haptics (Lanier, 2017).

Figure 33.
DataGlove
Prototype by VPL.
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Visual perception of
objects
Visual perception summarises the process of receiving,
processing, and interpreting visual stimuli. This field
contained interesting theories and experiments which
are important to acknowledge when investigating digital
materials for holographic assets. In order to see how far
a material and its physical behaviour can be defined, this
chapter will examine phenomena and theories on how
visual perceptions can influence other senses.
One such theory is visual capture. According to Grunwald
(2008), visual capture describes the phenomenon of visual
information dominating other information from other sensory modalities in creating a perception.
In his book, Sensation and perception, Goldstein writes that
when the brain perceives incongruent information from
different senses, it tends to make them congruent again
by adjusting and overruling non-dominant senses. When
people see and hear something simultaneously which
does not add up, they adjust hearing to what they see. An
example for this phenomenon can be experienced in cinemas. The actors’ dialogue can be heard through speakers
positioned somewhere in the room and the actor can be
seen talking in front, in the middle of the screen. Despite
the space between the visually perceived audio source
(actor on the screen) and its actual position in the room,
the human brain repositions the perceived sound source
to its visually located position (Goldstein, 2009).
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Another theory is the visual expectation effect. According to Hideyoshi Yanagisawa and Kenji Takatsuji, human
beings are able to predict a product’s tactile quality based
on its appearance by using a prior modality before they
have even touched it. Looking at a smooth surface like a
silk cloth for example, permits people to predict that the
material is smooth and nice to touch.
Hideyoshi Yanagisawa’s and Kenji Takatsuji’s paper Effects
of Visual Expectation on Perceived Tactile Perception: An
Evaluation Method of Surface Texture with Expectation
Effect proposes a method to lay a purely visual layer on
top of a tactile object by making use of the Pepper’s Ghost
technique.
In their experiment, Yanagisawa and Takatsuji investigated the visual expectation effect on overall tactile quality.
They came to the conclusion that combinations of incongruent visual and tactile stimuli resulted in different tactile
qualities than congruent visual and tactile stimuli. In other
words, visually perceived tactile qualities are able to alter
overall perceptions of experienced tactile impressions
(Yanagisawa & Takatsuji, 2013).
I personally experienced these mentioned sensations while
playing around in virtual reality and strongly believes that
this phenomenon can be instrumentalised to design better
holographic materials.
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Material properties
In order to define holographic materiality, it is necessary to
determine how materials are defined in general. Materials
are substances or combinations of substances that occupy a volume and have a mass. Each material is defined by
a couple of properties such as appearance, behaviour, or
structure (Chieh, n.d.).
These material properties can be used as a list of attributes that could be applied to holograms visually in order to
achieve a relatable holographic materiality. Since material
science is a huge field, this thesis focuses on material properties which need to be considered in engineering when
designing an object.
In their book about engineering materials, S. L. Kakani and
Amit Kakani (2014) suggest to divide material properties
into four categories to be considered in material selection:
chemical, physical, mechanical and dimensional properties.
To further restrict the topic, this thesis concentrates
on properties which can be experienced visually or by
hand-interaction, which results in a change of appearance. The whole category of chemical properties was ignored
and twelve properties were picked within the other three
categories which could be applied to holograms and their
behaviour visually: colour, density, surface smoothness,
reflectivity, magnetic permeability, opacity, strength, ductility, toughness, rigidity, size, and shape.
Colour, reflectivity, and opacity are material properties
that can only be perceived visually; hence, these properties were selected as considerations for holographic
materiality. Surface smoothness is a property which is
mainly perceived by tactile sense. As written in the subchapter about visual expectation, assumptions may be
made about tactile quality such as surface smoothness by
looking at the object. Density can be observed by watching
how a volumetric object behaves in its environment.
Physics principles dictate that density affects the mass of
matter and mass affects gravity. Hence, viewing a floating
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object leads to an assumption that of the overall low density of that object. Density also influences the viscosity of a
material. Magnetic permeability defines how magnetic a
material is. This property can be noticed visually by observing the movement of an object towards another object.
Mechanical properties like strength, ductility, toughness,
and rigidity can be observed visually after interacting with
an object by applying force to it. The degree of deformation caused by the applied force provides information about
the mechanical properties of a material.
Dimensional properties summarise properties like the size
and shape of a material. Both of these properties can be
perceived by human beings visually and in a haptic fashion.

The following chapter applies the gathered information
about material properties, their relationship to real-world
objects, and how visual stimuli can influence other senses,
to holograms in order to discover more about their materiality.
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Prototyping
holography
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This chapter is about approaching the topic of holographic
materials in a hands-on manner by making holography
something that can be experienced through prototypes.
Prototyping holographic experiences proved to be challenging. The first challenge is that the technology is not
available and ideas to simulate it must be developed. It is
difficult to prototype a technology that does not exist yet.
Another challenge lies within the concept of holographic
materiality itself. Many rapid prototyping methods make
use of physical materials like paper or cardboard. This dependency on physical materials makes it difficult to create
a new kind of holographic material that is liberated from
physical laws and behaviours and takes away the desirable, magical feeling of holography.
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Cardboard Prototypes
Based on the field research and the defined categories
from the chapter within this thesis titled Displays of the
future, an experiment was conducted to determine what
happens when displayed information is detached from its
physical container and defined category, then reinterpreted in a new category and container.
Although it was not possible to achieve a feeling of holographic materiality with this method, some knowledge
about the positioning of information in the physical environment could be gained regarding the presentation and
positioning of information and how these factors influence
the relationship between the content and its consumers.

Wearable street signal
The first prototype is a wearable street signal. According to
the previously defined categories of displays, street signals
are classified as stationary displays. Their position is fixed
and placed right where the displayed information matters.
Many street signals are encountered while walking or
driving from one place to another but the actual number
of personally relevant signs are only a fraction of the ones
which are visible. This could lead to distraction or confusion. It may make sense to have a wearable street signal
that only displays personally relevant signage. Hence, a
low tech prototype of a watch-like wearable was built out
of laser printed cardboard (see fig. 34). This navigation
device consisted of one arrow and a small dot. The arrow
points to the direction where the watch’s user is supposed
to go and the small dot indicates two states: stop and go.
This prototypical device was worn for one day to see if there was value in carrying around this type of information all
day.
Due to the fact that many people have jobs that require
them to mainly stay at the same place during the day, this
experiment leads to the conclusion that a wearable dis-
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play should have relevance during the whole day. Navigation does not have this relevance.
Time on the other hand, which is usually indicated by a wearable display in the form of a wristwatch, has relevance
during the whole day and is justified to have such a prominent placement.
Due to the fact that a lot of people with jobs, that do not
include traveling around mainly stay at the same place
during the day, this experiment lead to the conclusion that
a wearable display should have a relevance during the
whole day. Navigation does not have this relevance.
Time on the other hand, which is usually a wearable display in the form of a wristwatch, has a relevance during
the whole day and is justified to have such a prominent
placement.

Figure 34.
Cardboard
prototype of a
wearable street
signal.
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Portable workspace
Workspaces are usually stationary installations which
include a lot of information. With trends like digital nomadism, shared work spaces, clean desk policies, or home
office regulations, there seems to be a tendency of workspaces changing from stationary to mobile arrangements.
There are some noticeable similarities between the workspaces of different designers. Most of them have carefully
arranged mood boards which are not accessible from
remote locations.
To figure out if such a stationary setup could be interpreted in a portable manner, a prototype of a small portable
workspace which grants full mobility was built. The resultant prototype, a cardboard construct (see fig. 35), allows
its user to quickly change location by folding together
the workplace (see fig. 36). Despite the fact that it was not
possible to completely remove the physical elements,
the reduction of physical reliabilities already leads to an
increased mobility. However, the magic moment of holography was still missing.

In order to achieve a true holographic experience, physical
reliabilities need to be completely removed by using digital
prototypes.
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Figure 35.
Unfolded
cardboard
prototype of
a portable
workspace

Figure 36.
Portable
workspace folded
together.
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Going digital
The disenchantment resulting from the cardboard prototypes failing to provide a magical holographic moment
led to the necessity of putting together a technical setup.
Before the setup, possible tools were evaluated. Beside the
research in the subchapter Related topics, technologies
and techniques which helped to choose a technology to
visualise holography, there were other tools to evaluate in
order to build a technical framework.
When creating prototypes and interfaces for virtual or
augmented reality, it is important to know how to work with
a game engine. Game engines were originally designed to
create games. Since there are no widely used programs or
prototyping tools for three dimensional interfaces, game
engines are the next best option. There are two major and
popular game engines which are largely free to use: Unreal
and Unity. I chose Unity because it provided an easier entry
point, a faster learning curve, high quality documentations, many tutorials, and a big community. The support
for evaluated complementary hardware was significantly
better in terms of updates and documentation. These are
important factors that make it easier to get started as a
total beginner when it comes to game engines and their
programming languages.
Due to my research in the subchapter Related topics, technologies and techniques, it was clear that a head-mounted AR-device was the best tool to achieve visual holograms. Since the ‘see-through’ AR-devices are expensive,
have a limited field of view, and provide almost no interaction possibilities, I decided to go for a monitor-based
solution and modified a virtual reality headset. To turn a
virtual reality headset into an AR-device, a camera needs
to be mounted in front of the headset. The images provided by the camera are streamed directly into the virtual
environment.
As indicated in the chapter To touch a ghost, the decision
was made to restrict the type of interaction to hand-interaction. There are several possibilities to provide hand
interaction within a virtual reality setup. The first one would
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be using the controllers that are provided with the headset. These controllers equip the user with virtual hands
that can be maneuvered by moving the controllers and
pressing buttons to trigger different finger postures. The
second option would be to obtain a data glove like the one
developed by VPL (see fig. 33). These data gloves are either
hard to obtain, expensive, or unavailable. The third possibility is to use a hand tracking device. These devices capture
infrared images and use computer vision to calculate the
position of the user’s hands and fingers. After the hand and
its pose are calculated, a three dimensional digital hand is
created and positioned in the room.
Although these devices can be inaccurate and glitchy
from time to time, I decided to work with one these devices
named the Leap Motion. It provided a more natural way
of interaction than the controllers which used a indirect
translated way of interacting with digital objects. The
overall feeling of the Leap Motion outweighed its technical
flaws. After a short time of using the hand tracking device,
the user can gain a sense of how to move their hands to
obtain desired results. Another advantage of such a device
is that it also provides camera images, which are needed
for the mentioned visual representation of the real environment in the virtual reality headset.
Spatial awareness is an important requirement when digital systems merge with the real environment as the system
should understand its environment in order to interact with
it. An example of this awareness would be when the system
understands the walls, ceilings, and floors of a room. Digital
objects can be programmed to collide with these boundaries.
This spatial awareness can be faked by recreating the
room digitally by hand. The downside of this trick is that
the physical environment needs to be static and objects
placed within it should not be moved. As soon as real-world objects are moved, the digital reconstruction ceases to
match.
The other possibility to create spatial awareness is to use
advanced spatial scanners. They create a dynamic digital
reproduction of the room in automatically in real time. These scanners are quite similar to the hand tracking devices,
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but instead of hands, they recognise spatial conditions.
The evaluation of one of those devices concluded that the
results were not satisfying in terms of accuracy.
Overall, the manual reproduction of the environment
led to better results and outmatched the automatically
produced but inaccurate spatial awareness. After setting
up the technical framework, it was possible to start with
prototyping holographic experiences digitally. After setting
up the technical framework, it was possible to start with
prototyping holographic experiences digitally.
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Holographic material
synthesiser
In order to obtain a bigger variation of holographic materials, a sandbox environment was programmed which facilitates quick synthesising of holographic materials. The attributes for these materials were derived from the research
about material properties (see the chapter titled Material
properties). The synthesiser is able to change the material
properties of a hologram in real time while interacting with
it. By pressing certain buttons on the keyboard, values like
shape, color, opacity, density, mechanical behaviour, and
gravitational attraction could be changed (see fig. 37).
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Figure 37. Material
properties and
values of the
holographic
material
synthesiser
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The available shapes consisted a humanoid puppet (see
fig. 39), a sphere (see fig. 38), a head, foam-like particles
(see fig. 41), and a globe (see fig. 40). The selection should
include geometrical as well as organic shapes.
It was hard to grab small filigree shapes with fingers. This
might have been caused by the slightly inaccurate hand
tracking or the missing tactile feedback. This issue could
be resolved by increasing the size of the space that could
be grabbed around the actual object. Attaching an invisible, stretchable string between the user’s grasping fingers
and the point where the object was grasped also increased how well the filigree shapes could be grasped. By
attaching this invisible string, the user does not lose their
grip when the digital object cannot follow the user’s hand,
a fairly common occurrence.
The synthesiser is able to adjust each value of the red,
green, and blue (RGB) colour range separately by increasing or decreasing the values. Additionally, it is possible to
switch from a solid colour to the object’s original multi-coloured texture. When moving around objects of different
colours by pushing, grabbing, and dragging them, the
dark objects were perceived to be heavier then the lightly
coloured objects. A synaesthetic perception of feeling the
emitting temperature of an object could be achieved when
a glow was added to the object and hands were used to
hovering over the object.
Many science fiction movies portray a specific style of
semi-transparent holograms. Hence, the value of a hologram’s opacity is interesting to investigate. The synthesizer is able to increase and decrease the object’s opacity
between fully transparent and fully opaque. Changing the
value of opacity resulted in interesting observations.
The results were that moving one’s hands through more
transparent objects feels better than moving one’s hands
through fully opaque ones. The first and most obvious
reason why may be due to pre-trained expectations from
science fiction movies about the aesthetics of holograms.
Another reason for this phenomenon could be the visual
expectation effect mentioned in the subchapter Visual
perception of objects. The semi transparent materials in
the real environment like water, smoke, or fog are often
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penetrable, while fully opaque objects tend to be solid and
are therefore expected to physically resist when touched.
A side effect of decreasing the opacity is that the object
looks more artificial and sets the hologram apart from
our actual environment. It reminded of the portrayal of
semi-transparent ghosts which are able to float through
walls.
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Figure 38. Soft
material with
transparency

Figure 39. Floating
Puppet with its
original texture.
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Figure 40. Floating
semi-transparent
globe in green
with a slight glow.

Figure 41. Foam
like , slightly
transparent
particles with
fixed gravitational
center in room.
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Figure 42.
Experiment with
different densities
of holographic
pixels.
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The object’s density can be changed by increasing and
decreasing visible particles distributed over an object’s
surface. At first, this visual effect of loose particles on a surface felt wrong. The object itself consisted of fully opaque
particles which created a semi-transparent look (see Fig.
42). When moving the hands through these light particles
floating in the air, I expected them to move on contact with
the hands, which did not happen. The overall experience
was increased and the interaction was made more natural
by adding a repulsion effect to the hand which displaced
the particles when the hand came near them.
The synthesiser was able to switch between enabled and
disabled gravitational attraction. When disabled, the
object was free floating. When enabled, there were two
options on where to position the center of attraction: on a
fixed spot in the room or on the user’s right hand.
The option of choosing a point of attraction instead of
using natural gravity was essential. At first, the digital
object was placed in a locked position in the room. This
felt stiff and unnatural. When gravity was added to the
object, it instantly fell to the ground. Removing the object’s
mass caused it to float in mid air. As soon as the object was
pushed in a certain direction, it floated that way without
stopping. Finally, the object was given its own point of attraction. This allowed it to anchor every digital object with
a point in the real environment. The object could be made
wearable or stationary or switch between these two states;
then, object could not get lost or fly away.
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Mechanical properties comprise the behaviour of an object when it collides with the user’s hands. The synthesiser
can set values for the force applied to the point of collision,
how long it takes for the object to return to its original form,
and the radius of the affected surface around the original
point of collision. Different combinations of these settings
allowed for the alteration of the perceived viscosity of the
object. The object could be made more rigid by reducing
the applied force and radius of the affected surface. The
object could be made softer by increasing both the radius
and applied force.
While tweaking the parameters of the mechanical properties, it became apparent that the bigger the force on
the touched point, the better the experience. The visual
reaction could be further optimised by increasing the radius of the affected surface around the touched point. This
led to the conclusion that an exaggeration of applied force
results in a better overall experience.

The material synthesiser allowed for the creation of a variety of holographic materials and to optimise and refine
them in terms of interaction. Relatable interactive materials could be created by experimenting with different
material properties.
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Figure 43. Small
radius of affected
vertices around
the point of
impact.

Figure 43. Big
radius of affected
vertices around
the point of
impact.
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Technical challenges
and solutions
During the setup of the technical framework and the programming of the material synthesiser, a number of difficulties were faced which needed technical solutions.
One such difficulty was hand occlusion. The environment
and the hand were displayed on the same two dimensional image provided by the camera mounted in front of the
headset. This image provided the background of a virtual
scene and created the illusion of actually seeing through
the headset (see fig. 44). However, adding digital assets to
the scene lead to a confusing perception of depth because
the user became incapable of covering the digital artifact
with his hand; the hand became perpetually part of the
background image (see Fig. 45). With hand-tracking, the
device becomes capable of reproducing a three dimensional digital copy of the user’s hand at the correct location
of the virtual scene. Since this copy was digital, it also looked like a three dimensional model and not the user’s real
hands (see fig. 46). To fix this issue, a shader was applied
to the digital hand that cut out every covered part of the
other digital models between the hand and the background image. The user then became able to see his real
hands in the correct spatial location (see fig. 47).
Another difficulty was deformation. In order to get the
digital assets to deform when applying force to them, a
couple of methods were tested. The first one was working
with metaballs. Metaballs are a multitude of spheres which
appear as one form when rendered. Because the final form
is made out of multiple small spheres, it is difficult to render shapes with sharp edges. By decreasing the size of the
metaballs, sharper edges could be achieved on the cost of
the performance of the application.
The second technique was applying a cloth script to the
digital object. This produced positive results and could be
done quickly. However, the amount of changeable attributes of the cloth was limited when using the cloth script
provided with Unity.
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Figure 44.
Backgroundimgage provided
by the camera

Figure 45.
Background
image with digital
asset

Figure 46. Digital
hand covering
digital asset

Figure 47. Digital
hand with cutout
shader covering
digital asset
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The third technique was to work with mesh deformation.
Every three dimensional model is based on a mesh. Meshes are points in space that are called vertices. Connecting two vertices results in an edge. Connecting three or
more vertices results in a face. A mesh is a collection of
vertices, edges, and faces. The mesh deforms when the
vertices are moed in the direction of the applied force and
the vertices’ connections are contained. Mesh deformation
produced positive results that allowed for a lot of freedom
in terms of controlling separate values like applied force,
radius of affected vertices around the point of impact, and
the direction and movement of the vertices.
To obtain a visual representation of the density of a hologram, the surface of the digital object needed to be
represented differently from a full surface. Two techniques
were applied to achieve this. The first technique was using
a texture with points on it. This was easy to do but did not
produce clean results. Because the texture was two dimensional and tilted three dimensionally, the points looked deformed. The second method was to position a particle on every vertice of the mesh. This way, the points were
displayed correctly from every perspective. Changing the
mesh and leaving the particles in the scene produced a
nice transition effect where the particles travelled from a
vertice on the old mesh to a vertice on the new mesh.
Colour vision presented another difficulty. Since the camera of the Leap Motion hand tracking device only delivered
black and white images, the plan was to attach additional camera lenses to the headset to obtained coloured
images. This proved itself harder than initially thought.
Due to the different positioning and focal lengths of the
colour cameras and the hand tracking device, there was
an discrepancy between the colour images and the digital
representation of the hands. This led to a slight offset between where the hands appeared visually and where the
interaction was actually registered. This slight discrepancy
had a significant impact on the usability of the application.
This could not be corrected, hence I decided to work with
the black and white image.
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Holographic
office toys
for corporate
overlords
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The final prototype within this thesis combined the research and gained knowledge from the previous chapters
into one application which aimes to make the resulted
findings experienceable.
This application required a framing idea to make it more
approachable and put into context. Usually, applications
emerge out of certain needs or desires. In this case, the
application had the purpose of making it possible to experience the gained insights on holographic materials. There
were no personas and no specific needs or use cases.
Hence, I created these missing elements myself
(see Appendix).
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Corporate overlords
Since the idea of holograms is strongly influenced by movies, the created persona was based on an extreme and
cinematic character: Ernst Stavros Blofeld, the iconic arch
nemesis of James Bond and the archetype of a malicious
and megalomaniacal corporate overlord. This character
was chosen because I strongly believes that high quality
interfaces empower people and it would be therefore apt
to choose one of the most power hungry characters in
existence. The choice of persona was inspired by watching
Blofeld’s appearances in the movie Thunderball (Young,
1965) and You only live twice (Gilbert, 1967). Furthermore,
the persona was complemented by other movie villains
like Darth Vader from George Lucas’ original Star Wars
(1977) or Adenoid Hynckel from Charlie Chaplin’s movie The
Great Dictator (1940).

About cats and globes
Such a villainous person might have many uses for holograms. Considering Blofeld’s personality and his company,
he must consume an immense amount of human resources, and the work environment in his organisation must be
fairly negative. There are some key elements which have a
positive effect on the persona. In the case of Blofeld it is his
cat. Petting it seems to calm him down (see fig. 48). In the
case of Adenoid Hynckel, there is a famous scene in which
he plays with a globe, satisfying him deeply (see fig. 49).
The goal of the application is to satisfy malicious supervisors and maybe even calm them down.
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Figure 48. Donald
Pleasence as
Ernst Stavros
Blofield in You only
live twice.

Figure 49. Charlie
Chaplin as
Adenoid Hynckel
in The great
dictator.
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Figure 50.
Newtons Cradle
office toy

Figure 51. Office
desk globe
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Office toys
After defining a basic setting and scope for a product, ten
different ideas were sketched (see Appendix). The ideas
needed to be simple, easy to implement, and should provide a visualisation of the findings and knowledge in an
intuitive and approachable manner. The sketched ideas
should not become too complex and drift away from the
main topic of holographic materiality. This is important so
as to avoid further deep research in a different direction,
which would detract from the usefulness of the application.
After sketching the ideas, they could be classify as office
toys for executives. Office toys are simple objects which
are fun to interact with and often make use of physical
behaviours of objects. One of the most known office toys
for executives is probably the Newton’s cradle (see fig.
50), which is a frame in which five metal balls are suspended in a row. An interesting effect occurs when one ball
from the end of the row is pulled away and permitted to
swing against the other. Upon the first ball’s collision with
the other four balls, the ball on the other side jumps away
while the others stay in place. The same effect results from
pulling away two or three balls. Another famous office toy
is the stress relief ball, which is essentially a ball filled with
squeezable materials.
Office toys are an effective way to communicate the
obtained knowledge in an easy and approachable matter. Their entire concept is based on interaction, physical
behaviour, and tactile sensations. These characteristics
reflect exactly what this work wants to communicate in
terms of holographic materials. For the final artifact, three
of the sketched ideas were picked and the following three
holographic office toys were prototyped.
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Holographic office globe
The idea of the holographic office globe (see fig. 52) is quite
simple and is derived from the iconic scene in The Great
Dictator (Chaplin, 1940), where Charlie Chaplin plays with
a giant globe in his office. A desk-globe appears to be a
must-have for corporate overlords as it deeply satisfies
their megalomaniac needs.
Several techniques were attempted to improve interaction
and materiality. At first, the globe’s movement was restricted to a rotation around its vertical axis. This would be a similar functionality to an actual globe (see Fig. 51). However,
this seemed unimaginative. Hence, a gravitational point of
attraction was added slightly above the desk. This made it
possible to freely play with the globe. Furthermore, this also
meant that there was no need to chase after the globe
because it always returns to the user no matter where it
gets thrown.
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Figure 52.
Rendering of the
holographic office
globe.
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Holographic desk subordinate
Next was the prototype for the holographic desk subordinate (see Fig. 53). This idea derived from Darth Vader’s
behaviour in the original Star Wars (Lucas, 1977) movies.
The Vader character seems to enjoy grabbing people with
his force grip and playing with them. If he had a desk toy
like the holographic desk subordinate, there would not be
a need to bother real employees. The holographic desk toy
could be a valuable asset to reduce expenses for human
resources.
For this desk toy, the humanoid puppet from the material
synthesiser was rigged. Rigging means adding a skeleton to the puppet, which allows it to bend where the body’
joints are located. Every joint of the characters body could
be moved separately. The 20 cm large character was floating and was enjoyable to throw around. Touching a single
leg of the character created a strong perception of fragility. The testers who played with the puppet were tricked into
believing that this model had physical properties and they
should handle it carefully, despite the fact that the model
was purely digital and could not be broken. When testing
the holographic henchman dispenser with fellow students
and friends, it could be observed that most of them perceived this same phenomenon. They also experienced a certain level of disgust when they touched this small puppet
without any body tension. This disgust could be attributable to the lifelessness of the puppet. Adding animations to
the model made it look alive, but it felt stiff while interacting with it because the animation could not be disrupted.
The trick to solve this issue lay within active ragdoll physics,
which allowed for the interruption of the animation by
pushing and grabbing the doll (see fig. 54). This was a huge
improvement and the doll almost felt alive.
However, it was still important for the puppet to react to
the user so that the animations would switch as soon as
the user puts his hand above the puppet. In this case, the
puppet tried to seek cover behind its raised hands. Another
behaviour of the puppet is that it began to pray to the user
as soon the user’s head came close to the puppet.
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The animations were recorded in the motion capture
studios of the Zürich University of the Arts (see fig. 53). The
puppet’s awareness of the user’s presence added another
layer in terms of its liveliness.

Figure 53.
Rendering of
holographic desk
puppet.
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Figure 55. Motion
capturing for
movement of
puppet.
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Figure 54.
Prototype of
holographic desk
puppet.
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Holographic stress relieve goo
The third and last prototype in the series of holographic
desk toys for corporate overlords was a gooey holographic material (see fig. 56). The idea was one of the first to
be conceived and was derived from Blofeld’s affinity for
caressing his cat. The goal of this third prototype was to
create a material which is satisfying to touch and fun to
play with.
This goal was attempted in two different ways: mesh deformation and applying a cloth simulation to the model.
In the first approach, the mesh deformation script was
been applied to the chosen spherical base shape. This
script caused the mesh of the sphere to deform on collision
with the user’s hand. The script was programmed during
the development of the material synthesiser.
The second approach was to apply a cloth simulation
script to the sphere. When the simulation first began, the
sphere hung down like a wet cloth sack. After removing the
gravity, the sphere stayed in shape and moved back to its
initial shape. Grabbing the object and dragging it around
caused the cloth moved responsively to where it was
grabbed and had a delay of movement when the object
was not grabbed. This effect made the sphere appear even
more gooey.
Developing these toys was a good chance to use, evaluate,
and refine the gained knowledge. It was a chance to check
if the findings from this study were actually useful in terms
of designing holographic applications. It also helped to
wrap up the work in a practical way before reflecting on
this thesis in written form.
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Figure 56.
Rendering of
holographic
stress relieve goo.
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Reflection
and outlook
The idea of thinking about materiality and allusions to
real-world objects when designing digital interfaces is not
new; it has been done before with screen based applications. The term ‘skeuomorphism’ means that interfaces
should visually represent objects from everyday lives in
order to educate the user intuitively on how to interact with
them. Skeuomorphism used to be a big topic during the
period of the first user interfaces. However, skeuomorphism
has become an outdated concept because many people
have become used to digital interfaces. However, there are
still leftovers from this specific style of designing interfaces, such as the metaphor of the desktop, files, folders or
buttons.
Another example of how materiality can help with designing user interfaces is the current design manifesto from
Google, named the material design guidelines. These guidelines are not based on metaphors as in skeuomorphism;
instead, they relate to the physical appearance of real
world objects. Digital shadows cast from one digital object
onto another one indicate which object is laying on top of
the other to indicate hierarchies. Outdated or not, these
concepts had or still have a big influence in the design of
today’s user interfaces.
While the concept of digital materiality has been applied
to screen-based designs, there is no broadly known or
applied design knowledge when the screen is absent, as in
the case of holography. The field of augmented reality and
its applications contains the greatest body of knowledge.
However, it seems that most of these applications try to
find a way to merge the digital and the real world seamlessly without thinking about how these two worlds interact
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directly. This could be mainly due to the lack of direct interaction possibilities with the current AR devices.
This study intends to make an educated guess of what
could be possible in terms of interaction and visual representation in the near future. This study should envision the
endgame of an evolving technology in a manner that can
be experienced and create applicable knowledge which
can help to move closer to this vision.
The knowledge gained from this thesis is just a scratch on
the surface of the upcoming field of immersive interface
design. The merger of the real world with the digital world
demands new design insights and I strongly believe that
digital materiality becomes more important the closer
those two worlds get.
This work and the resultant prototypes provide an illustrative sense of how a holographic interface could feel like.
This work could also be used by designers as inspiration or
as a framework for thinking about various subjects when
designing similar experiences.
While this work focused on visual feedback and the representation of holography, a multitude of other senses could
be considered other than just visual perception. Tactile or
auditory feedback could contribute to a more immersive
experience. Nevertheless, I stand by the decision to concentrate on the visual aspect of holograms and strongly
believe that other kinds of stimuli may enhance but never
form the main core of holographic experiences.
After concluding this project, I intend to work further on the
holographic office toys to deepen the understanding of the
gained knowledge about applied holographic materiality.
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Findings and
transfer of
knowledge

All the physical properties and behaviours that can be visually perceived on an object can also be applied to holograms visually. These visual adjustments can improve the
affordance of holographic interfaces. Through the conscious design of holographic materials that is inspired by
and is relatable to the real world environment, it becomes
easier to estimate possible types of interactions and how
the materials will react to those interactions. Therefore, a
more natural feeling of interaction can be achieved.
In some cases, the perceived incongruence between the
visual presence and a hologram’s absence of physicality
can be reduced by adding visual materiality. Since holograms have no physical resistance, the designed materials
which worked were implied to be light, soft, gummy, or fluid.
On the other hand, the discrepancy between perceived
materiality and missing tactile feedback could also be
increased by designing heavy, stiff, or materials that appeared to be hard. These materialities affected the feeling of
interaction in a negative manner because they implied a
strong physical resistance that was not in fact there.
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Relating the design of the holographic materialities to light
objects like bubbles, foam, fog, snow, or balloons proved
to be helpful, but was not sufficient. Two problems occurred when trying to replicate the exact physical behaviours
of these real world objects. The first issue was that these
realistic materials were disappointing in terms of their
expected and actual reactions. The second issue was that
the results were always almost believable, but not believable enough. Exaggerating the physical reaction of the
materials helped to resolve these two issues and achieve
better results.
Based on the experiences created in the course of this
work, I strongly believe that consciously thinking about the
holographic materiality of interfaces while designing them
results in better overall experiences.
In terms of the applied design methods and how to approach the visual materiality of holograms, useful knowledge
could be gained as soon as technically sophisticated prototypes were built. In the course of this work, I was unable
to find a low-tech technique that would make it possible to
‘shortcut’ the creation of a satisfying impression of holographic materiality. Based on the created experiences, it
seems possible to prototype holographic applications by
making use of design methods such as using rapid prototyping with cardboard. However, to achieve a real sense
and feeling of a holographic experience, it was necessary
to get technical.
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Background Story
After several organisational and financial failures,
S.P.E.C.T.R.E is forced to take austerity measures to survive.
The board decided that there is a huge potential to reduce
costs by making some changes in the way they handle
their human resources. Another measure they decided to
take is to make less impulsive decisions.
Without actually mentioning it, it was clear to every board
member except for Mister Blofeld himself that what they
actually needed was a way to keep their boss happy,
satisfied, and distracted. Most of the personnel and their
knowledge have actually been destroyed by the boss himself during one of his many tantrums. The costs of hiring,
educating, and shaping new employees and the losses
of knowledge were immense. The amount of caretakers
paid to take care of Mister Blofeld’s pets was also far high,
especially considering that the pets did not add any value
to the company.
The aforementioned impulsive decisions were also mainly
due to Blofeld himself. He acts based on his temper, which
results from megalomaniacal plans to control the world.
Needless to say, these plans never work out for the company.
The consistent opinion of the board led to a secret briefing for the research and development department of
S.P.E.C.T.R.E, which was hidden from Blofeld.
Like every project which ends up as a product in the hands
of human being, the team started with the persona. This is
because it is important to know the end user to develop the
most satisfying experience.
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Persona
Name
Ernst Stavros Romanov Blofeld
Demographic information
Date of Birth:
28 May 1908
Education
Economics, Political Science, Radiology and Engineering
(University of Warsaw)
Marital status
Single
Profession
Founder and leader of S.P.E.C.T.R.E (an evil agency)
Main tasks
Organising terrorism, vengeance, blackmail, and murder

Likes, dislikes, characteristics and hobbies
Ernst Stavros Romanov Blofeld ...
… likes fancy animals
… likes exotic places
… has a lot of responsibility
… feels surrounded by incompetence
… tends to take out his anger on employees and henchmen
… likes to control things remotely from his desk
… likes to be in control generally
… does not like to get up from his desk
… is a passionate hobby pilot
… loves gadgets
… has a preference for objects with appealing tactility
… has exquisite taste in design, art, and architecture
… uses body doubles because he feels threatened
Goals, wishes, expectations, needs, and requirements
Ernst Stavros Romanov Blofeld wants a product which
allows him to ...
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… blow off steam
… deal with his anger issues
… save human resources
… satisfy his need for control
… replace his beloved fancy animals because of the cost of
keeping and cleaning them
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Ideation and sketches
After the persona was defined, the team sketched out
some first ideas for possible solutions. They were looking
for simple ideas which were easy to implement, achievable in a short period of time, and not too complex in their
functionality.
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Idea 1: Holographic office pets
Since Blofeld seemed to enjoy the company of animals, the
team considered holographic office pets. They are clean,
do not destroy furniture, and do not have to be fed. The
cost of maintenance the pets would therefore decrease.
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Idea 2: Interchangeable
environments
Blofeld’s expenses for real estate and furniture could be
drastically lowered by altering the environment using holograms. Moving can be nerve-racking and tiresome, and
using holographs would remove the need for that unpleasant experience.
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Idea 3: Henchmen dispenser
Instead of torturing and getting rid of incompetent
henchmen, board members, partners or employees, a
holographic henchmen dispenser could lower personnel
costs and could help Blofeld to blow off some steam.
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Idea 4: Holographic globe
A must-have office toy for dictators and other ruthless
rulers with great ambitions. Playing with a globe satisfies
control needs.
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Idea 5: Holographic body double
Ideal for paranoid persons or endangered persons of interest. Could be used to deceive or simply to make remote
appearances.
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Idea 6: Office mini-golf
Office mini-golf is the perfect way to clear your mind after
or during a demanding day at the desk. It promotes concentration and some healthy body movement.
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Idea 7: Stress relief goo
Holographic stress relief goo calms the mind and keeps
the hands busy. Ideal for persons with anger issues. Also
useful as nothing will get dirty.
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Idea 8: Holographic model of evil plan
Every proper villain with big world-changing projects
needs a model of their plan. This helps to explain the
villain’s grand plan, especially when the villain has
small-minded employees. When many big projects are
attempted regularly, models can fill whole rooms which
costs a lot of money. Holographic models do not use any
physical space and can be stored on hard drives. They are
also fun to play with and provide a feeling of might.
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Idea 9: Holographic art sculptures
Art can be very expensive and hard to obtain. This is not
the case with holographic art. It costs nothing except power and can be downloaded on the piratebay website.
Every office of an important person should have some art
in it. This intimidates and impresses business partners and
employees, and puts them in their place.
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Idea 10: Holographic office chopper
Indoor drones are cheap, break easily, and must be turned
over when they fall on their back. In other words, they are
more annoying than fun. Holographic choppers provide
a lot of advantages. The model can be switched to any
other model. They do not break nor do they break any other
items in the office. These characteristics make them perfect for hobby pilots and control freaks like Mister Blofeld.
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